
Wu De (武德) 
 
Traditions, ethics and etiquette are ingrained within Chinese culture. They pervade 
throughout the entire philosophy that hold the society together. Cultural attitudes as 
well as decision-making processes are all grounded in historical moral principles, which 
are in turn traditionally handed down from one generation to the next. Simple day-to-
day tasks and even once in a lifetime events are all influenced in the same way. It 
therefore comes as no surprise then, that these traditions, ethics and etiquette are 
deeply interwoven into the Martial Arts. 
 
Practitioners of Martial Arts traditionally attach great importance to Wu De (武德), or 

more correctly Wu Shu Dao De (武術道德). By looking at the phrase’s literal translation 
perhaps allows us to understand its meaning in its purest form. The first two characters 
Wu Shu (武術), represents the Martial Arts. The final two characters, Dao De (道德) 

denotes the idea of morals or ethics. Together Wu Shu Dao De (武術道德); more 

commonly shortened to Wu De (武德), can be taken literally to represent Martial Arts 

morals or ethics.  
 
Wu De (武德) describes moral principles that direct the behaviours of a true Martial 
Artist. Those outside Martial Arts circles may well take the view that Martial Arts 
encourage violence, but in fact the opposite is true. Wu De (武德) provides us with a 
moral compass; a framework with which our moral principles can mature, and then 
subsequently be applied to everything that we do. Its ideas are held in the highest 
regard by Traditional Martial Arts Masters and it is a required discipline within Martial 
Arts societies. Take for example Martial talent or Wu Shu Cai Yi (武術才藝). This is not 

defined solely by a practitioner’s technical expertise, but also on the ability for the 
practitioner to apply Wu De (武德). So fundamentally important are the ideas of Wu De (

武德), that it is the criteria with which students are judged by their Masters, and 

whether or not they are deemed worthy to be taught.  
 
Wu De (武德) is formally divided into two categories, Xing De (行德) and Xin De (心德).  
 
 
Xing De (行德) 
 
Xing De (行德), is perhaps best explained again from its literal translation. The first 

character Xing (行) comes from the phrase Xing Dong (行動) and represents the actions, 

exploits, or deeds that one engages in; its emphasis is on ‘the doing’. De (德) comes from 

the phrase Dao De (道德) and can be taken to mean ethics or morals. Together Xing De (

行德), can literally be taken to mean ‘action ethics’. Hence Xing De (行德) is external and 

is the outward expression of our Wu De (武德). It encompasses those morals and ethics 

that are directly applied to real life environments and settings. A practitioner must 
concern themselves with appropriate social interactions and behaviours within the 
martial sphere. They must form bonds and develop relationships with their Master, 
teachers, peers and students that are in the suitable context. Xing De (行德) then, looks 

outward at a practitioner’s actions as a measure of the application of moral principles. 
 
But containing those moral principles within the martial setting is simply not enough. 
Xing De (行德) demands that the practitioner also disseminates their behaviours - 
driven by martial moral principles, in all parts of their lives, into the wider community. 
As Traditional Martial Artists we are not only athletes but also scholars that are role 



models and mentors to the community. How a practitioner treats his family, behaves in 
the general public and beyond, has strong bearings when judged by a Traditional 
Master. Practitioners who are not moral in their actions will not be trusted nor given 
respect. Without a clear grasp of Xing De (行德), practitioners have the potential to 

abuse the art and hence use it knowingly or unknowingly to harm. Conversely 
Traditional Masters as bearers and lineage holders have a responsibility to represent 
the Art and must ensure that it never becomes tarnished with disrepute. Little wonder 
then, with this contention forefront, some practitioners have seen the flow of 
transmission stop after repeated flaws; the risks being just too high. 
 
There are five key elements to Xing De (行德): 
 
Humility (謙虛) 

 
To be humble is a trait within Martial Arts that all should strive to adopt. True humility 
always comes from a position of belief, strength, and self-assurance. It breeds 
independence and the ability to be able to take on comments from others as well as 
become increasingly self-critical. Only by doing this can we pursue improvement. By 
nurturing humility, we acknowledge that there is always something better to strive for; 
that there is something just beyond our grasp. This is the ideal medium in which one can 
learn and train to the highest levels. High-level Masters who take their art beyond 
known boundaries all share this common trait – a belief that they can always better 
themselves and the Art.  
 
Conversely habitual bragging only serves to illustrate one’s insecurities. The need to 
boast from a perceived position of strength demonstrates an inability to sustain 
reasoned interactions with others and an incessant need to be accepted. The agenda 
here is not that of self-improvement but merely one-upmanship, and self-gratification. 
Pride and arrogance generates complacency and a mind that is closed to criticism. 
Progression and development thus cease. For a genuine Martial Artist, these are traits 
that are best avoided.  
 
Yet modern culture is one where pride is celebrated and arrogance is almost a 
prerequisite to be taken seriously in commerce or sport. It therefore comes as no 
surprise that humility is often poorly understood and demonstrated by students coming 
into Martial Arts. When a great Master answers to when a student calls ‘Sifu’, it is the 
student who should be honoured that he accepts them as his student. Learning Martial 
Arts should never be taken a financial transaction with definable merchandise. It is a gift 
that engenders lasting and enduring change. The rewards along the journey are 
remarkable and as such it is the student who should feels privileged to receive them. 
Those beginning their journey in Martial Arts may need to adopt a new attitude and be 
raised to understand humility and its importance. 
 
There is danger too for many students, as they progress and become more able, to be 
lured with the temptation to forgo humility. So often have students segregated 
themselves only to work and train with a chosen few, perhaps seeing junior colleagues 
beneath them. This remains a flawed approach. True practitioners embrace humility so 
that it is eventually intrinsic, and becomes integral to who they are. A student must be 
willing to train with all others, regardless of the position they may have relative to 
others. By doing so opens up a wealth of training potential and the ability to appreciate 
and learn from multiple points of view. This shared learning is two-way. It requires you 
to give of yourself as well as receive and as such is invaluable for progression and 
should never be underestimated.  



 
 
Respect (尊敬) 
 
Respect is the cornerstone of Martial Arts. It underpins who we are as individual 
practitioners but also is a reflection of our attitudes and beliefs towards other people. 
Respect is the foundation from which relationships with our Master, teachers, peers, and 
students are built. But the behaviour must also extend beyond the martial sphere and 
disseminate outwards to all others; family, friends, colleagues, acquaintances and even 
strangers. Respect ensures a well-balanced relationship with others. 
 
Respect within the Martial Arts is given to both seniority and skill, however both are not 
necessarily synonymous. Skill regardless of age or seniority is universally given respect. 
However Martial Arts tradition, is similar to that of a family, in that respect is also given 
to seniority irrespective of skill. It is a simple courtesy and acknowledgement to those 
that have simply invested more time with the teacher and Art. Moreover respect must 
come from both sides of the relationship. Those who are more skilled or more senior 
have an obligation to respect those who are less skilled and/or less senior. This is 
demonstrated by offering relevant signposting and honest instruction as well as time 
and patience. 
 
But within the context of the contemporary Martial setting, there is a strong argument 
for the erosion of respect. Modern day teacher – student relationships have de-
formalised and become relaxed, the role of the teacher being undervalued especially in 
Western societies, the increasing prevalence of today’s self centred students who are 
only driven by personal gain, and the lack of understanding at the interface between 
Eastern and Western cultures have all been cited as causes to the deficiency of respect. 
Today, for many students, tradition and etiquette that encompass respect may seem a 
vague, confused and complicated area. 
 
Despite the potential erosion of respect and its potential effects on contemporary 
Martial education, most schools with an understanding of Wu De (武德) retain strong 
links to the past. Some establishments choose to preserve explicit formal acts of respect 
to ensure that traditional values are transmitted. Others schools may be more implicit 
and less formal. Here there are underlying gestures that are both very subtle and vitally 
important to signify the level of respect and depth of the relationship a student has to 
his Master. Ultimately though, an act of respect is merely that – simply an act. Instead 
respect needs to come from within and it is the intention behind a gesture rather than 
the gesture itself that is important. True respect is derived from an attitude rather than 
a learned behaviour. So it is not the size of the act that counts but that the act itself is 
genuine and initiated from the heart. 
 
Righteousness (正義) 
 
Righteousness or justice concerns itself with what is morally right and wrong. It is a 
complex ethical principle, but at its heart is the underlying ideology of  ‘What is the right 
thing to do?’ At the juncture of a decision, there are many ethical principles that may 
take a decision one way or another. However, it is justice that enables the practitioner to 
decide what is the morally right decision to take.  
 
Righteousness demands that the practitioner engage in multiple strand thinking. They 
must be empathic to all the consequences of a decision. But they must also analyse the 
decision on an individual as well as population level basis. Often decisions can be 



difficult and controversial and can be clouded by sentiment and emotion. By carefully 
considering each strand of thought requires the practitioner to let go of emotion and 
instead use wisdom and insight – often one of the most difficult challenges to face. 
 
Trust (信用) 
 
Trust embraces the trait of being trustworthy and the ability to trust in others.  
Establishing trustworthiness from others may take months to years. But it is also fragile 
entity that can be easily lost. The gain though is worth every effort, as what is 
engendered is a firm belief in the one’s integrity, ability and character. With 
trustworthiness comes a position of responsibility and reliability. Within the Martial 
Arts, a practitioner is trusted to be a representative of the art; a responsibility to uphold 
its values and ethics and to reliably know what is in the Master and the Arts best 
interest. 
 
But the Martial Arts also asks for you to trust in your Master; a trust that your Master is 
willing and able to signpost you to the road ahead. So often are new students impatient, 
wanting more knowledge quickly, and demanding instantaneous results from their 
teachers. This mentality is flawed, and in fact suggests that the student deems himself 
ready to advance, understanding perfectly what has just been taught before. Often this 
couldn’t be further from the truth. Enthusiasm must be tempered with realism and a 
sense of trust. Advancing is at the discretion of the teacher, not the student.  When a 
teacher pauses after transmitting new knowledge, it is for ample reasons. It gives the 
student an opportunity to practice and refine what has just been learnt; to become 
proficient and to reflect on the new yield. It is never about holding the student back, but 
is done to ensure that a student gains the best results. There has to be trust that a 
Master is able to see needs and development in ways far beyond that of a student’s 
limited perspective. Should a teacher stop teaching a student altogether then it is more 
than likely that for one reason or another that trust has already been broken. 
 
 
Loyalty (忠誠) 
 
忠誠 is in fact more than just loyalty. 忠心 is the direct translation of loyalty. 忠誠 

contains the character 誠. 誠 comes from the phrase ‘誠意’ and represents the trait of 

being genuine and sincere. Together, 忠誠 can be taken to represent loyalty but with the 

element of sincerity. 
 
Learning the Martial Arts, especially in the internal art Tai Chi Chuan, is not simply a 
linear process by which one gather catalogs of forms and movements to add to the 
personal library. It should be about something much more profound and requires you to 
explore depth of knowledge rather than breadth. Skating from one martial style to the 
next and from one teacher to the next, yields little more than a superficial understanding 
of little significance. Whilst we all generally accept that there is some movement of a 
student until they find an Art and Master which suit them, there are those who continue 
for years to hop on and off in the realms of the superficial that attest to their ability and 
seniority with a long archive of forms and a list of Masters from which they have learnt.  
 
For genuine and sincere student keen to learn detail and the depths of an art requires 
commitment and demands loyalty. By being faithful to the ideals of the Art, the Master 
allows the student to move past the superficial and into the deep. Loyalty allows mutual 
trust to grow, and in Chinese Martial Arts it is especially crucial that there is loyalty 



between the student and their Master. Clearly then, a student that lacks sincerity, who is 
only concerned about his own nobility will only see transmission stop. 
 
 
Xin De (心德) 
 
Xin De (心德) is second category of Wu De (武德). It is internal and concerned with the 

inward expression of our Wu De (武德). The character Xin (心) represents the heart 

whilst the second character De (德) comes from the phrase Dao De (道德) and can be 

taken to mean ethics or morals. Together the phrase Xin De (心德) can be literally 

translated to mean ‘morals of the heart’. The Xin (心) or heart in both Eastern and 
Western cultures is seen as the origin of our thoughts and beliefs, and shares close links 
with the idea of the mind. Unsurprisingly, the word Xin (心) or heart is often used 

synonymously with the mind, and are often taken as one and the same. In Xin De (心德) 

a practitioner looks within oneself to help develop the mind – discipline and self-
cultivation being the chief precipitants.  
 
Here we describe 5 elements within Xin De (心德): 
 
Will (意志) 
 
To be able to strengthen one’s will in Martial Arts is fundamental to progression. One of 
the skills of a Master is the ability to understand at what level or position the student is 
at, and then be able to signpost them to the developmental journey ahead. However, 
travelling along the journey itself is the sole responsibility of the student. Often the 
passage is uphill and difficult, both physically and mentally testing. It is only with 
tempered resolve and the will to progress that the student is able to continue along the 
path to progression. Without these traits, aspiring students often fail to develop and 
stagnate by the roadside. 
 
It is therefore imperative that students have full insight into their own will, so that it can 
then be fortified. With will comes the intention to achieve goals or reach a destination. 
In the context of the Martial Arts, it is not simply the act of powering through to a goal 
defined by one’s Master. Will must also have a cognitive quality; the ability to think and 
reflect upon the methodology to achieve the objective. In doing so our time and 
resources are used to maximum efficiency and effectiveness. Driving willingness 
through intention and consideration will thus expectedly and unexpectedly bear fruit 
along the way. 
  
To endure (忍耐) 

 
The trait 忍耐 is sometimes mistaken for purely stamina or endurance. The phrase 忍耐 

is difficult to translate into English but encompasses the elements of patience, tolerance 
and the ability to endure. 忍耐 can be seen as using patience and tolerance to overcome 
hardship that can be both mental and physical.  
 
In the context of Martial Arts, there must be an acceptance that in order to truly develop, 
a student has to endure some element of hardship and pain. On physical level this is 
largely related to the individual or partner training that we engage in. However mental 
hardship is largely concerned with the extrapolations of emotional mind. If the mind is 
busy, being told what to do by our seniors and getting on with doing it, can seem the 
most difficult thing to achieve. Ruminations run riot and can inhibit our ability to act. 



Attenuation of both physical and mental hardship requires the maturity of both patience 
and tolerance.  It necessitates that the mind is both quiet and settled so that discipline 
can be exercised and existing levels of tolerance and patience can be built upon. It is 
only with hardship and the quality of mind to look beyond the here and now, that these 
traits can cultivated, and eventually be applied to any situation in life. 
 

Determination (毅力) / Perseverance (恆心)  

 
Determination and perseverance are cornerstones of Xin De (心德). They can be seen as 
manifestations of our will, but because they are so important to a student’s 
development, they stand by themselves as key elements.  
 
Determination denotes a firmness of purpose. There is no wavering of the drive and 
intention to achieve ideals. Perseverance however, signifies one being steadfast in doing 
something despite difficulty or delay in achieving success. Subtlety different both traits 
are fundamental to the Martial Arts student. They build discipline and a sense of 
robustness in the face of adversity and hardship. High-level skill in Martial Arts is not 
something that can be achieved within a defined amount of time. Thus determination 
and perseverance are prerequisites to success. 
 
Courage 勇敢 

 
Courage is an informed and willing choice to confront a situation in spite of the fear one 
may have. Bravery on the other hand, is not necessarily an informed decision and hence 
can be both blind and stupid. With courage, the mind has a complete understanding of 
the circumstances, before a decision is made to act.  Physical courage is courage in the 
face of physical pain, hardship, death or threat of death. Moral courage is ability to act 
courageously in the face of popular opposition, shame, scandal, discouragement or 
personal loss. 
 
As Martial Artists it is important to understand and strive to develop both strands of 
courage. The first barrier is not to be strangled by fear. Fear is highly emotive, but by 
understanding the circumstance, the situation and the consequence gives us the ability 
to accept it (rather than disregard it) so that it does not limit one from taking action. The 
second barrier is then to be able to build courage in order to rise to the challenge. 
Clearly as Martial Artists physical courage is seen as forefront, but it is important to 
appreciate that moral courage also plays a large role in Martial Arts. Managing the fear 
of failure or building the courage and willingness to admit mistakes and seek guidance is 
just as, if not more valuable than coping with physical hardship of Martial training. 
 
 
 
 
 
Wu De (武德) is a complex set of strict Martial moral principles that direct one’s 
behaviours. It teaches a practitioner how to become an upstanding and honourable 
person in and outside of the Martial community. But its methods require that the 
practitioner be willing to forsake oneself to pursue a cross-examination that takes place 
within and outside the individual – and for some this is just too high a price to pay. Wu 
De (武德) then is a set of principles for life and through it you do not possess something 
new but become something new. 

 


